OLL NEW FAMILY BUDDY PROGRAM

The Buddy Family Program is organized by the School Board and matches existing school families with new families to help ensure a smooth transition to OLL. The program is designed to help ease what at times can be an overwhelming first year at a new school.

New families are provided a personal point of contact for any questions they may have as they navigate their first year at OLL.

WORKING TOGETHER TO BUILD CONNECTIONS

MEET NEW FAMILIES
Connect with fellow OLL families, make new friends, and get to know classmates and parents.

GET YOUR QUESTIONS ANSWERED
Be able to ask questions as you adjust to a new school and have a parent to reach out to for help.

CONNECT WITH OLL
Buddy families can help share ways to get involved with OLL and help you stay engaged with our community.

QUESTIONS? PLEASE CONTACT ELIZABETH KRULL @ EOKRULL@GMAIL.COM.